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About
The 4As Malaysia, formed in 1971, is the
Malaysian industry’s foremost body that
represents and promotes the ‘value’ of
Advertising Agencies in the Marketing
Communications industry among advertisers,
media, suppliers, government and the public.
The organisation encompasses more than
80 homegrown and international Member
Agencies who are key players in the
advertising industry.
We help grow member businesses and develop
individual careers through professional
development services, industry awards,
advocacy and support.

�e following five objectives
adopted by the Council not
only serve as the backbone
of the Association, but also a
commitment. As we face the
challenges of tomorrow, these
objectives will steer us through the
tough times & propel us towards
sustainable growth and inspiration
for our industry.

1.

To Provide Industry
Guidance & Leadership

Standards of Practice
& Ethical Conduct

Professional Pitch
Disbursement Bylaws

w e s e t c l e a r f r a m ew o r k s f o r
b e st p r ac t i c e s i n t h e i n d u st r y, t o
e n c o u r ag e t h e h i g h e st sta n d a r d s
o f c r e at i v i t y, e t h i c s a n d b u s i n e s s .

Agency—Film Production
Agreement Template

Finding an
Agency Guide

Advertiser-Agency
Agreement
Templates
Talent Agreement
Template

Agency Remuneration
Fee Guide

2.

To Raise Standards
& Professionalism

Tutor Members to write
professional Effie case-studies

Kancil Awards
– Creative Competition

t o ac t i v e ly c u lt i vat e a c r e at i v e
economy and raise the quality of
w o r k s . 4 A s s u p p o r t s , fac i l i tat e s
a n d p r o m o t e s va r i o u s awa r d s ;
c o ac h e s m e m b e r ag e n c i e s ; a n d i n
i t s e l f i s a n ac t i v e pa r t o f va r i o u s
s e l f - r e g u l at o r y b o d i e s .

Franchise holder of
Effie Awards
– Effectiveness
Competition
Active component members of
self-regulatory bodies such as:Advertising Standards Advisory
(ASA); Communications and
Multimedia Content Forum of
Malaysia (Content Code); Audit
Bureau of Circulations (ABC)

Putra Brand
Awards –
Recognition
of the People’s
Brand Choice

3.

To Foster Continuous
Professional Development
for the Attraction &
Retention of Agency Talent

Workshops by
core-subject
specialists

t o h e l p m e m b e r ag e n c i e s
u p - s k i l l t h e i r ta l e n t

Craft-focused
programs by top
practitioners

p o o l , 4 A s pa r t n e r s
w i t h t o p i n st i t u t e s ,
p r ac t i t i o n e r s
a n d s p e c i a l i st s ,
f o r c u st o m i s e d
e d u c at i o n a l a n d
pa r t i c i pat o r y p r o g r a m s .

Berlin School of Creative
Leadership: Lead Your Agency’s
Reinvention / Shape your
Organization's Reinvention

Institute of Practitioners
in Advertising (UK): IPA
Foundation Certificate / IPA
Commercial Certificate

4.

To Promote
Commercial Creativity
& Its Effectiveness

4 A s e n g ag e s i n p r a n d
m a r k e t i n g ac t i v i t i e s t o
showcase the winning
‘ i d e a’ c r e at e d b y m e m b e r
ag e n c i e s t h at e xc e e d e d k p i ’s
and helped transform an

Effie winners’
showcase
in Edge Weekly

a d v e r t i s e r’s b u s i n e s s .

Pre- & Post-event
publicity of
Putra & Effie
Awards

5.

To be the Government’s
Principal Information Source
& Advisor on Advertising

Inputs into the drafting
of an Advertising Code
for Medical Device
Advertising for the
Ministry of Health

4As works with the

Adoption of the
Malaysian Code of
Advertising Practice
by the Ministry of
Domestic Trade

g ov e r n m e n t a n d g i v e s
its objective inputs to
i n f lu e n c e p u b l i c p o l i c y,
r e g u l at i o n s a n d r e s i st
any unwise decisions
affecting advertising.

Inputs into the drafting of
Film Production Agreement
template for regulator, the
National Film Development
Corporation (FINAS) and
Malaysian Association of
Advertising Filmakers (PPFIM)

Inputs into re-drafting
of Advertising Rules for
the Communication and
Multimedia Content Forum
(CMCF)
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the passport

belongs to those

Malcolm X
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The focus of the Council, ever since the existing
Committees were realigned three years ago, was
on continuous professional development and
education.
The journey that the Council embarked upon
was not limited to enlightening our Members
but also every entity ranging from government
authorities to the advertisers.

The journey that the
Council embarked
upon was not limited
to enlightening our
Members but also
every entity ranging
from government
authorities to
the advertisers.

Along the way, the Council too found itself
on the learning curve. Mistakes were made;
corrections were swiftly delivered. There was
never, however, a moment that suggested that
the Association’s purpose to edify industry
stakeholders must change.
Education is the key that unlocks the future.
Last year, great expanses of time and investment
were expended towards realising this objective.
Everything from the revamp of the Kancil
Awards to the collaboration with the Institute
of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) UK and to
the incipient outreach programme with the local
universities echoed it.
At the same time, the Council also ensured the
welfare of the Members and professional ethics
were maintained – if not enhanced – through
the various programmes and initiatives.
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If Members themselves do not subscribe
to these rules & place their individual
interests above the collective, the industry
will decay & descend into oblivion.

The Council that succeeds ours has a pivotal task
of acting on Members who flagrantly flout the
rule on Notifications with the imposition of more
stringent requirements and penalisation.

pofessional pitch disbursement bylaws
The updates to the Bylaws, which had
been approved by the Registrar of Societies,
continued to be refined to allow its
enforcement to not be compromised in
any way.

This returns us to the subject of education.
The Bylaws were established to instill
professionalism in the industry and protect
Members from exploitation.

In a reflection of the irreversible digital
direction of the industry, the Council presided
over a number of possible exemptions from the
Bylaws that were tabled by Member agencies.
This was an examination of the sturdiness
of the Bylaws and the details of the Council’s
findings follow in this report.

If Members themselves do not subscribe to these
rules and place their individual interests above
the collective, the industry will decay and descend
into oblivion.

The Council also conveyed its resolved views
on the reluctance of a number of Members
in leaving it very late before informing
the Secretariat of their pitches. This is an
unacceptable practice and sketches the
Association in unflattering shades.

industry guide
The prevailing conduct between certain
advertisers and Members is regrettably akin
to a Master-Servant relationship.
Advertisers must be inspired to alter their
perception of agencies via an open forum or
panel discussion involving Senior Advertisers
advocating positive ways to extract the most
from agency partnerships.

Members are obliged to inform the
advertisers of the rationales behind the
Pitch Disbursement requirements and the
importance of adhering to them and must not
evade this responsibility.
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encourage and celebrate creativity, it will include
the entire creative process and ecosystem from
business/clients, data/insights to creativity,
crafting and channels. We are taking pro-active
steps to change and be the catalyst to transform
the creative communications industry.

Countless successful advertisers will admit that
effective work was often the result of having a
mutually respectful and rewarding partnership.
The Council noted that, gleaning from past
experience and observations, sustainable
partnerships often hinge on the use of a
formal two-way “Client-Agency Appraisals” with
six monthly open dialogues on mutual areas
of improvements.

Emerging business models must be catered for
while the credibility of the awards must remain
unassailable. In serving these interests, the
revamp replaced the recently introduced channelbased categories with four new sections:

The launch of the industry guide, Finding An
Agency, is the preliminary step intended at
directing advertisers and Members towards a
mutually beneficial relationship.

1. Business
2. Channel
3. Craft
4. Special Awards

The Council propose that the Association
introduce a comprehensive appraisal form that
lists key areas to be appraised between:

The revamp also included enabling the public
viewing of submissions online. This is an effort
at not only re-establishing the standing of the
awards but also to garner constructive views from
beyond the industry circles.

A. Advertiser to Agency
b. Agency to Advertiser
This would be the catalyst for an industry open
forum, publicity and education on overcoming
the unhealthy trend to be rolled out in the third
quarter of 2017.

As the present Council believed that it was only
fair for it to complete and execute the entire
Kancil revamp before handing it over to its
successor, the Biennial Annual General Meeting
was moved to the end of April 2017, with the
blessing of the Registrar of Societies.

kancil revamp
For the first time in 26 years, a Kancil Awards
celebration was not held. The goal of the Council
in taking that decision was to re-position the
Kancil Awards in making it more relevant to
today’s expectation. It is not just celebrating
creativity by creatives but as creativity that
impact brands which improve people’s lives. The
Kancil Awards which was traditionally held in
the last quarter of the year, will from 2017 be a
permanent fixture in the first quarter.

raising standards through continuous
professional development
The professional certificates that the Association
offered last year under the aegis of the Institute of
Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) UK were initiatives
that help raise standards, not just amongst agency
employees but also the selected lecturers and their
students who will enter the industry.
It was essential for the Association to have an
outreach programme for institutions of higher
learning to address the lack of industry-ready
talent in the industry.

The new and redesigned Kancil Awards
reflect today’s pressure faced by the creative
communication industry. Even though the
purpose of the new Kancil Awards is to
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The talks that the Council had helmed at
the Management and Mass Communication
faculties of higher institutions had created
awareness but the actual learning process
must begin in tutorials.

The Council was pleased that Mr. Matthews
agreed to report for work, on a part time
basis, during the transition phase to assist his
successor to handle the company operations.

It is with this in mind that the Council
approached two faculties with the proposal to
enrol lecturers for the IPA Foundation Certificate
Programme and semester-break placement of
lecturers who teach advertising or marketing
communications in Member agencies.

summary
The Council has committed increased
determination in nurturing new and existing
talent that is fundamental for the growth of
our industry through diverse professional
development programmes.

Lecturers who completed the programme would
be enriched with current best practice industry
learning and would hopefully update their own
teaching content to create graduates who are
attuned to the realities of our industry.

The advancement and safeguard of the rights
of the Members, as such, is incumbent upon
the full and sincere participation in these
activities, which are targeted for their
own benefits.

retirement of macomm ceo

Never has there been a time when the
Association’s overriding purpose and goals
have had such relevance and significance as
the present day and the future that is unfolding
before us all. Education and continuous
professional development, again, lies at the
heart of the matter.

The official retirement of Mr. J Matthews, the
CEO of Macomm Management Services as well
as the backbone the Association’s Secretariat, in
February 2017 prompted a search for the most
suitable candidate.
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Awards
Committee
Report


committee
led by
The President, Vice-President & supported by
Mr. Aaron Cowie, Mr. Tan Kien Eng, Mr. Daniel
Chong & Mr. Shaun Tay


objectives


projects

Elevate the role of the 4As in
cultivating a Creative Economy

the putr a br a n d awa r ds
k a ncil awa r ds
effie awa r ds m a laysi a
h a ll of fa me

Engineer a positive perception
of Malaysia as a market for
creative excellence locally and
internationally
Promoting that ideas (creative
economy) drive value change
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The Putra Brand
Awards (pba)
A total of 62 tables were sold for the evening
and a surplus was made from the event. It was
advocated that the gala night should begin earlier,
as many recipients and presenters became
impatient when the presentation of awards
continued late into the night.

IQ LeanLab APAC Pte Ltd was engaged to
conduct the survey, as Effective Measure, the
partner for 2015 was unable to do so. IQ LeanLab
used the same methodology and same respondent
size of 6,000.
Apart from RM10,000.00 as a token fee, IQ
LeanLab were granted publicity, access to media
partners and the rights to use leads from the awards.

The idea of presenting the awards in the
sequence of all Bronzes, Silvers and then Golds
instead of product categories was also forwarded,
as this would maintain audience excitement until
the end of the ceremony. The Council will study
these recommendations for 2017.

The Council consented to MFX Studios filming
the opening ceremony video for the awards on
August 12 in exchange for a booth at the foyer on
the night of the event. Universal Music sponsored
live entertainment during the event.
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putr a most enter pr ising
br a n d of the y ea r

putr a m a laysi a n m a r k eter
of the y ea r

U Mobile

Astro’s Marketing Team

putra personality of the y e a r

putr a br a n d of the y ea r

Datuk Pang Chin Hin

Milo

(Founder of Mamee)
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Kancil Awards Revamp – 2017

b. The elimination of a single entry winning
multiple awards, across different categories

objectives
Mr. Tan Kien Eng, the Creative Chairman of
Kancil Awards 2015, volunteered to oversee
the revamping of the Kancil Awards in terms of
eligibility, rules and branding.

The Creative Council benchmarked the various
proposed Kancil product categories against the
global AdStars competition.
4. Eligibility
Each entry must be submitted with a
brief write-up of the work, which includes
explaining the strategy and results to
demonstrate the effect of the work. This
summary will be used as part of the judging
material and reduce the submission of
copied works and, in the long run, attract
original efforts.

The Creative Council, comprising representatives
from Havas Worldwide Kuala Lumpur, Dentsu
Y&R Malaysia, WPP Marketing Communications,
NagaDDB and M&C Saatchi met on May 23.
The following were concluded:
1. Revamp
The principal objective is to signal
a change for the Awards

5. Public Viewing Site
As an additional approach to gain more
veracity, the Council agreed to devote a public
viewing system to exhibit all submissions to
flag any plagiarised work before the judging
process is underway.

2. Purpose
The role and purpose of a revamped creative
award is to recognise the skill of creative
problem solving
3. Categories
To replace entries by media categories like
Television, Poster and Radio with submissions
based on product categories such as
Automobiles, Banks, Home Furnishings.
This is intended to achieve:

categories
In August, Mr. Tan – after studying the categories
used in other award ceremonies such as Spikes,
AdStars and Efica – forwarded four categories for
the consideration of the Council:

A. Positive pressure from Advertisers on their
creative agencies to develop first-rate work
to win their product category
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The Council agreed that only the Craft
categories would be opened to suppliers to
submit assignments completed for Members
and that entries for other categories be limited
to Members only.

1. By Industry
Automotive, Household and such sections
2. Best Use of Channel
Best use of Television, Public Relations,
website and other channels

2. Only the Organising Chairman and Jury
Chairman can access comments posted on
the public viewing site.

3. Craft
4. Strategy
Best use of data and strategy

3. Entries can be submitted as Single or as
Campaign but not as both. In short, a fivepiece work submitted for a campaign cannot
be re-submitted as five single entries.

The Council anticipated certain resistance
to these measures, especially as they would
prevent agencies from winning awards across
multiple categories, as was the norm. The
consensus, however, was that the Kancil
Awards were not about quantity but quality.

4. The use of electronic scoring system.

new system

In September, the Council agreed to the following
proposals:

The Council strongly believes that the revamped
Kancil Awards will achieve international
standards in celebrating creativity. Mr. Daniel
Chong was appointed as the Organising
Chairman for the Award, with Mr. Shaun Tay
assisting him.

1. The proposed categories:
A. Business
Advance creativity to overcome
the intricacy of marketing.

In October, the Creative Council agreed to
revamp the web system to improve ease of entry
submission, online judging, introduce a new
public viewing site and showcase.

b. Channel
Recognise the significance of using the
correct channels and effective targeting.
C. Craft
Distinguish good crafting and its values
towards brand building and storytelling.

Mr. Chong presented a preliminary budget of
RM140,000.00 for these improvements. As the
system will be used for the next three to five
years, the Council perceived this as a valuable
investment and decided to fund it.

D. Special Awards
Celebrate all talent involved in brand building
including public relations, insights and
strategy, technology and big data.
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from this sale will be channeled towards the
Association’s future scholarship awards.

trophy redesign
A competition will be held among Member
agencies to design an entirely new trophy while
retaining the classic Kancil logo.

A total of 32 submission were received for
the competition and the shortlisting will be
handled at the next Creative Council meeting.
This shortlist will then be reviewed by the
Council Members before a winner is declared.

Two-hundred-and-twenty (220) redundant
award bricks were distributed to Member
agencies and Saito College, in order for them
to develop new forms and participate in the
“Create your master pieces from the old Kancil
Bricks Trophy” initiative.

The Creative Council was asked to
contemplate rewarding the winners of the
Young Kancil with the option of attending
Spikes or Adfest. The revamped Kancil
Awards will be held on April 21, 2017, which
is after Adfest.

These will be displayed at a public venue and
later auctioned to buyers. The funds generated
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Effie Awards

budget

sponsorship

In a handover meeting with the Malaysian
Advertisers Association (MAA) in late January,
the latter had introduced the online prejudging
layers for 2015, on ground judging as well as
additional awards such as the Agency of the Year
with the consent of Effie New York.

Google agreed to be the sole sponsor of the
event to the tune of RM160,000.00 in cash and
also hosted the judging at their office.
Google is also contemplating expanding their
sponsorship for at least three years and will
decide on their continued support once the
Awards on October 27 ended.

4As Organizing Chairman, Mr. Aaron Cowie,
proposed to continue the two-step judging layers
as well as introducing a pre-qualification vetting
process to disqualify entries that do not meet
eligibility for the awards.

categories

As for the Agency of the Year Award, the
relevance of continuing with this category will
be evaluated. There were a number of technical
backend issues for the Effie Awards’s online
infrastructure and it would cost RM44,000.00 to
rectify them.

The following categories will be segregated:

A dedicated server for the Effie Awards
submissions was proposed. This server
would also archive submissions for future
references and would cost RM12,000.00 perannum to be maintained.

A. Media Idea
b. Business to Business (B2B)

A. Food
b. Health & Beauty / Wellness / Medical Services
The following categories will be introduced:

The Council endorsed the introduction of a new
award, the Grand Effie, to be selected from all the
Gold Effies through a vote by the Jury Heads and
the Jury Chairman, Mr. Judd Labarthe.
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entries and judging

post-event

A total of 158 entries were received in
2016. The online judging was completed on
September 4 while the Jury Leaders met on
September 14 to vet the feedback from the jury
on the entries.

The award night was well executed and ended
on time, as planned, and a surplus was recorded.
It was suggested that next year’s Organising
Committee should consider holding a half-day
boot camp on marketing effectiveness.

The on ground judging was held on September
28 at the Google office. The Council had
purchased 30 tablet devices to ease the flow of
the judging process.

A select few Effie winners could be invited to
present their cases as learning and inspiration
for future Effie participants. This includes inviting
Mr. Labarthe to be the keynote speaker on how to
write winning Effie case entries.
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Advocacy
Committee
Report


committee
led by
The President & Supported
By Mr. Daniel Chong


objectives


projects

Improving the quality of talent,
ethics and professional standards
Membership Recruitment
and Marketing

profe ssiona l pitch
disbu rsement by laws
boomer a ng
membership
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Professional Pitch
Disbursement Bylaws
This also covers “any form of a digital pitch in
respect of the Advertiser’s digital marketing
communications business leveraging Internet
technologies to deliver digital advertising that
includes promotional advertisements and
messages delivered through email, online
advertising which include paid and display
advertising, Search Engine Optimization
(SEO,) Search Engine Marketing (SEM), mobile
advertising and / or all related website and digital
advertising programs.”

digital pitch disbursement
In June, the Council considered a request
from digital agency Members to exempt
certain work from the Pitch Disbursement
requirements. These included:
1. Backend Maintenance
(API development and implementation)
2. Website / Platform Development Methodology
(IA/UX, UI, Integration etc.)

The interpretation also encompasses “any
form of trial projects, workshops, think-piece
presentation on issues facing the brand, where
more than one Member has received the same
Advertiser’s brief for the same pitch exercise.“

3. CRM Expertise, analysis, implementation
(from start to execution)
4. Implementations and applications certification
of known platforms
(Adobe CQ, Salesforce, etc.)

The Council concluded that the only
exemption is for Item 1 (Backend
Maintenance), as this work falls outside
of the definition of a “Pitch.”

5. Gaming and Algorithm Development
6. Application Development
7. Creative Technology (conversion of design
application through technology)

rule on pitch notification
A number of Members had informed the
Secretariat of their pitches merely four or five
days prior to the presentation dates. In certain
cases, Members did not see the need to inform
the Secretariat, until the latter had announced
to Members that the pitch would be deferred
pending the advertiser’s written agreement.

The Council referred to the defination of
a “Pitch” in the Bylaws i.e “any proposal
to promote a product or service for any
campaign stating the objective(s) of the
campaign in Malaysia and it shall include
proposals for marketing, marketing
communications strategies, market /
consumer analysis / creative ideas /
executions and any such display of an
Agency’s intellectual capital directed at
communication solutions to help solve an
Advertiser’s brand / product / service needs.”

This matter instigates a negative chain reaction.
Advertisers perceive the Association as a bully,
when they are given only one to two days to sign
and agree to pay pitch disbursement (Advertiser
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single member agency pitch

Pitch Acceptance Form). In the meantime,
Members’ pitch preparations are placed in a
limbo until a resolution is reached.

The Council was asked to deliberate on the
matter of a pitch where only one Member
was invited along with non-members. The
Bylaws stated “Business Pitch includes a
presentation where more than one Member
has received the same Advertiser’s brief for
the same pitch exercise.”

An example in 2016 was the Proton Holdings
pitch. The two invited Members stranded the
Secretariat with an exceedingly short notice to
act. The complication was only resolved following
an urgent and strenuous dialogue with Proton’s
new top management.

The Council agreed that if only one Member was
invited to compete with other non-members, the
Pitch Disbursement Bylaws was not applicable.
However, it was the prerogative of the client to
reimburse the Member.

It was revealed that the individuals concerned
were not aware of the requisite pitch
disbursements. The Council reiterated that
Members have a fundamental obligation to
verbally inform and educate the advertiser
on pitch disbursements and its rationale. The
Secretariat will then write to the advertiser
on the comprehensive rationales and related
administrative matters.

case studies
a. u m w Holdings

A new Bylaw rule necessitating Members to
notify the Secretariat, within two working days
after their decision to pitch, and the imposition of
a penalty on Members who notify later than the
two days, was proposed.

The advertiser had filed a written complaint
to the Association on needing to pay the
disbursement payment “under duress.”
The Council responded by engaging the
advertiser’s Senior Group General Counsel
and Head of Communications Division.

The Council is empowered by the Rules of
Association to adopt such an edict without the
need to table it at a General meeting. It was
agreed, based on legal advice, that no further
changes would be made to the recently updated
2016 Bylaws. The Council for the upcoming term
(2017/19) would deliberate upon this same matter.

In the meeting in August, the Association’s
rationale and background to the pitch
disbursement were explained in detail. UMW
Holdings accepted the explanation and agreed
to reimburse agencies without reservations.
b. Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad (mahb)

The Council also noted a tendency amongst
advertisers to delay the signing the Pitch
Disbursement Acceptance Form. Advertisers
have been rejecting the invoices sent by the
Secretaries with the excuse that they would now
need to raise a Purchase Order before accepting
the invoices.

MAHB had included Members in a tender
exercise. A week before the submission
date in August, the advertiser informed the
Association in writing that they would not pay
Pitch Disbursement.
The Association filed a letter of appeal to no
avail. Members were subsequently advised to
not submit their proposals in view of MAHB’s
refusal to comply with the rule.

This holds up payment and has occurred despite
the Secretariat providing written request for
the Purchase Order to be issued upfront
in the process.
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c. Telekom Malaysia

Following a discussion with Telekom’s Brand
and Procurement officials, an agreement
was reached to waive this unreasonable
condition. Telekom also consented to sign the
Association’s Advertiser Pitch Acceptance
Form, which explicitly states that
agencies own the intellectual property
for all pitch submissions.

In their tender document, Telekom had
stipulated that “ownership” of intellectual
property of pitch submissions rests with them.
Members who had agreed to participate in this
pitch had not noticed this explicit clause that
contravenes the Pitch Disbursement Bylaws.

Boomerang Membership
Accreditation Programme
(bmap)

This compelled the Council to
regrettably terminate the membership
of these companies:

The BMAP portal, which is linked to the
Association’s website, was launched in June. The
portal’s automation system allows Members to
continually update and track their Boomerang
points online.

1. Brands Solution For Hire Sdn Bhd
2. Signature Concepts Sdn Bhd

Twenty (20) Members achieved less than 60%
of their minimum total points and they were
asked to share their plans to bridge the gap, with
the same deadline that was afforded to such
Members in 2015 extended to the 20.

Five other companies were also dismissed
for their failure to reconcile their levies
and their non-response to the request for
clarification:

A number of these Members did not respond
to the request for an explanation, much to the
disappointment of the Council, while those
who submitted their replies did not furnish
satisfactory resolutions.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Joescher + Adhaus
Xuanworks Sdn Bhd
Amphibia Digital Sdn Bhd
Stone Ads Sdn Bhd
Lucideas Creative Sdn Bhd

Membership
membership upgrade

Three agencies had completed two years
of probation as Associate Members and
were eligible to be upgraded. The Council
directed these agencies to submit the relevant
documentation to enable the upgrade.

In accordance with Clause 4 (b) (i) of the Rules
of the Association, the following Members
were deemed eligible to be upgraded to
Ordinary Member as of December 31, 2015:

1. DIA Brands Solution Sdn Bhd
2. Pengurusan Karisma Kreatif
3. Cheil Malaysia Sdn Bhd

1. ABC Media Works Sdn Bhd
2. B&B Advertisng Sdn Bhd
3. Shinaji Sdn Bhd
These Members were asked if they were
disposed towards an upgrade, which would
demand their commitment to meet the
Boomerang points and comply with the
minimum paid-up capital of
RM 50,000.00.

resignation
A handful of agencies withdrew their membership
from the Association due to various reasons:
A.
b.
C.
D.
e.
f.
g.

ABC Media Works Sdn Bhd and Shinaji Sdn
Bhd fulfilled the minimum RM 50,000.00
paid-up capital requirement to be upgraded to
Ordinary Member.
B&B Advertising, an enterprise and hence did
not satisfy the “paid-up capital” benchmark,
had submitted a bank guarantee as a
supporting document. The Council offered the
following options to facilitate the upgrade:

Dentsu Utama
Krakatua Sdn Bhd
Milk & Co
AVA Mediacom Sdn Bhd
Tribal Worldwide Sdn Bhd
Saatchi & Saatchi Worldwide
Spencer Azizul Sdn Bhd

associate membership

A. Incorporate B&B Advertising as company
under SSM with a paid-up capital of
RM 50,000.00

The 4As Council has identified the need to
provide a defined duration for an applicant to
be in the advertising business before applying
to become an Associate member. The Council
is of the opinion that the applicant should be
able to demonstrate their financial standing by
being able to provide audited accounts along
with their application.

b. Register the holding company of B&B
Advertising as a Member
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Industry Guide –
Finding An Agency

The release of the guide was held on November
24, 2016 at the New Straits Times’s Balai
Berita Theatre. The launch was followed by a
keynote presentation by Ms. Seema Punwani of
R3 (content development partner) and a panel

discussion on the topic of Pitch Well, Pitch Fair.
Ms. Sulin Lau from Maxis, Mr. Timothy Johnson
from Inti Education Group and En. Khairudin
Rahim, 4As CEO, helmed the panel, which was
moderated by Ms. Dharma Somasundram of Ova.
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Engage
Committee
Report


committee
led by
En. Khaidi Kamaruddin & supported by the
President, Vice-President & En. Jasmin Omar


objectives


projects

To be a source of reference
for Brand Marketing and
Communication issues, and
Legislation that Affect Consumer
Communication and Demand

government

To be Brand Malaysia Advocate

min istry of comm u n ications a n d
m u ltimedi a / min istry of home a ffa irs
– censorship boa r d / min istry of h u m a n
r e sou rce s – hr df / m atr a de / min istry
of dome stic tr a de, cooper ati v e a n d
consu mer ism / min istry of hea lth / mdec

Participate and Initiate Networking
and Business Development

professional bodies and marketers
m a a / msa / mda / a bc / asa / cmcf /
ppfim / m y ipo / sme a n d smi / br a n ding
associ ation of m a laysi a
media partners
medi a pr im a / astro / sta r pu blications /
medi a a ppr eci ation fellowship
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Government
ministry of communications
and multimedia

The 4As, MAA and MSA briefed the Ministry’s
senior officials, led by the Deputy Chief Secretary
(Policy) Datuk Mohid Mohamed.

Proposed National Advertising Policy (nap)

The Ministry’s representatives noted the
respective objectives, roles and initiatives of
each association, including the workings of
industry self-regulation through the CMCF
(Content Code) and ASA (Malaysian Code of
Advertising Practice).

A meeting was held with the Media Specialists
Association (MSA) and Malaysian Advertisers
Association (MAA) on the NAP. A tripartite
agreement was reached: the organisations do not
intend to immediately oppose the idea that was
mooted by Utusan Malaysia and an academician.
The needs of the industry, however, must be
expounded to the Ministry. These include:
1. To revisit the Made-In-Malaysia rule
2. To study methods to incentivise and promote
the industry by endowing grants
3. To make the English language proficiency test
(TOEFL) as a standard qualification to join the
industry
4. 4As / MSA / MAA to embark on a Bumiputera
internship programme

The officials, most decisively, acknowledged
that the three associations are the legitimate
representatives of the industry. The officials
proceeded to reveal that the discussion on the
requirement for an NAP was still in its infancy.

The three bodies believe that a collaborative
relationship must be established with the
Ministry. The collective experience of the 4As,
MAA and MSA should also be offered to the
Ministry as a principal source and guide on
advertising matters.

The Deputy Chief Secretary also clarified that
Government policies do not necessarily seek to
curtail industry. Government rules and guidelines
could be relaxed in order to boost growth, with
feedback from the industry stakeholders. The
Ministry agreed to invite the 4As in future for
specific input on this topic.

Efforts to meet the key officials of the Ministry
to jointly present the position of the industry
finally bore fruition on September 8, 2016. The
meeting fulfilled its objectives.
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The 4As met the new Censorship Board
Chairman on March 19 and briefed them about
the Association. The Censorship Board confirmed
they follow the guidelines from the Ministry of
Domestic Trade and the Content Code.

ministry of health

The Ministry invited the 4As for a meeting
to gather response on their proposed Food
Advertising Guidelines. In the meeting in April,
the Association requested the Ministry to refer
to the Malaysian Code of Advertising Practice
to strengthen their advertising guidelines,
particularly on the use of Testimonials
and Endorsements.

The Censorship Board was pressed to refer
to the Malaysian Code of Advertising Practice
as well. The Council understood that the
Censorship Board had implemented their
right to review credible substantiation for any
product claims made in a television or cinema
advertisement.
They recommended that 4As Members
“anticipate” such queries and be prepared
to provide credible substantiation with the
submission of the advertisements.

censorship board (lembaga penapisan
filem)

The MAA was liaising with the Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) to address their
concerns over the Censorship Board imposing a
new ruling that all advertisements related to food
products will only be reviewed upon receipt of the
Ministry of Health’s script approval.

This will facilitate smooth approvals and
would not delay their target of approving
advertisements within five working days. The
Censorship Board also welcomed dialogues in
the future for further improvement of services.

There was no prior consultation with the industry
before the Censorship Board announced this new
ruling. The Council sought a meeting with the
officials to re-establish an open communication
channel between both bodies.

Late in 2016, the Council deliberated on the
Censorship Board’s rejection of a Bahasa
Malaysia television commercial as the packaging
of the Member’s imported goods displayed the
product description in English.

The collective experience of the 4As, MAA and MSA
should also be offered to the Ministry as a principal
source and guide on advertising matters.
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The Censorship Board insisted that such
information must be in Bahasa Malaysia. The
Member made an appeal on this ruling and, as
the final decision on it loomed, Members who
faced similar difficulties were implored to alert
the Council.

In late 2016, the CMCF appointed a consultancy
firm, First Principles, to co-draft the necessary
amendments to the advertising rules under the
Content Code.

No such complaints were lodged with the
Council. In October, the Censorship Board
accepted the Member’s clarification that the
product description on the label was, in fact,
part of the English brand name and not a standalone claim.

hrdf
The Sectorial Training Committee (STC)
under the purview of the HRDF had met in
July. In view of the growth of social media
and big data, the STC was keen to introduce
a new category to represent these skills apart
from the standard IT-related skills.
The Council is investigating whether the HRDF
is inclined to provide training grants to the
Association, which could be used to subsidise
the cost of hiring foreign trainers to conduct
residential courses over several days.

communications and multimedia content
forum of malaysia (cmcf)

The CMCF is in the midst of revising the 17-yearold Content Code and the Council was informed
that this process may take up to two years. It is
the view of the Council that the CMCF needs
to be convinced to adopt the Malaysian Code
of Advertising Practice (MCAP) and the UK
equivalent clauses in the advertisement section of
the Content Code.

matrade
The Council also hosted a farewell dinner for
the CEO of Matrade, Dato' Dzulkifli Mahmud,
and Deputy CEO Ms. Susila Devi, who will be
retiring in December 2016, as appreciation for
their invaluable support for the Association.
In February 2017, 4As met the new CEO and
explained the past relationship with 4As events
and proposed that MATRADE continue with the
working relationship.

The Content Code was not as comprehensive as
the MCAP. For example, the MCAP has eight
clauses on “Testimonials” while and Content
Code has a single clause. In addition, rules
against the use of religion and popular preachers
in advertisements is to be introduced.

The new CEO Dr. Mohd. Shahreen was
supportive of our proposal.
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Professional Bodies
& Marketers
advertising standards advisory (asa)

The ASA Chairman had proposed recruiting
Mass Communications students from UiTM to
help identify Bahasa Malaysia and English print
and outdoor advertisements that were in breach
of the MCAP.

The ASA was invited for a dialogue with the
Ministry of Health (MOH)’s Pharmaceutical
Division in February. The MOH stressed that
there were food brands that were using medicinal
claims in their advertising. This matter was not
within the jurisdiction of MOH and ASA was
requested to assess it.

The body sought the 4As assistance to contribute
a honorarium totaling RM250.00 monthly to the
university. The Council assented to the request
and noted that such a worthy initiative should
also extend to advertisements in the Chinese and
Tamil languages.

There was a surge in the usage of superlative
claims such as “Best,” “Widest,” “No 1” and
“Fastest” by telecommunications companies in
their advertisements. The ASA sought out the
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC), the licensor of these
companies, to lay down a “common standard” for
telecommunications services claims.

audit bureau of circulation (abc)

The team from the Monitoring and Compliance
department of the MCMC assured the ASA that
they would act on the superfluous assertions
made by these companies.
The Council canvassed the views of Members on
attending a talk on the industry’s self-regulation
and update session hosted by the 4As and
facilitated by the CMCF’s Executive Director and
ASA Chairman.

The recent call by ‘P&G’s chief brand officer
Marc Pritchard for the industry to rally
behind the effort to set credible standards
on Viewability, overcome Ad Fraud and
develop independent audits,has prompted
ABC Malaysia to initiate the overdue
"certification"of digital platforms in Malaysia.

As there were less than 30 pledges received from
only seven agencies – the minimum pledges
was set at 40 participants – and Council put the
initiative on hold.

ABC is establishing an industry group called
"JIC Digital"(The Joint Industry Committee for
Digital Standards)made up of representatives
from advertisers, media specialist, online
publishers, 4As members and tech providers.
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The role of JIC Digital is to ensure independent
development of standards and benchmarking of
best practice for online ad trading .
4As Members, IF Interactive and Arachnid
have been nominated by Council to be part of
this taskforce.

persatuan penerbit filem iklan malaysia
(ppfim)

The Council then
vetted, edited and
endorsed all the
clauses in the P P F I M
Production Agreement
in March to be used
between advertising
agencies and film
production companies
and be treated as an
industry guide.

The Council appraised the Production Agreement
draft from the PPFIM and disagreed with certain
aspects of and clauses contained in it:
The Council then vetted, edited and endorsed all
the clauses in the PPFIM Production Agreement
in March to be used between advertising agencies
and film production companies and be treated as
an industry guide and template.
The Council, in a meeting with the PPFIM in
April, proposed that an addendum could be added
to the Production Agreement to include amended
clauses. It is the Council’s opinion that this
Production Agreement was NOT a non-negotiable
and fixed agreement.
The PPFIM insisted that all the clauses could not
be amended and that an addendum can only be
used to record any newly developed clauses but
not so for amended clauses.
Council Members present in the meeting
confirmed that they have not experienced any
disruption by using the endorsed clauses. It has in
fact made it easier to use the written agreement
to deal with clients.
Council agreed to retain the status quo and
not challenge PPFIM’s unilateral decision to
impose fixed clauses instead of a guide. Any
future disputes between a Member and a film
production company will be addressed on a
case-by-case basis.
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Media Partners
media dialogue

In August, Media Prima replied that although
they approved the proposed topics, the various
revenue share models in use are not to be
included in the tutorial.

The Council developed an updated agenda
for the Dialogue:

The one-hour tutorial on November 11 targeted
senior management and creative heads of
Member agencies.

1. Co-developing strategies to generate new
revenues for creative agencies, whilst
providing media owners a new source for
content ideas that advertisers find relevant to
their brands.

Forty participants attended the tutorial, which
was conducted by Datuk Ahmad Izham, the
CEO of Primeworks Studios and his team.
Council was pleased that it has achieved
objectives.

2. Ownership of the Intellectual Property (IP)
rights for the content.
3. Media owners would pay creative agencies
a fee to use the content idea and share
revenue on any commercial spin-offs and
merchandising.

Izham and his colleagues explained the types
of content genre, the process of who and how
content ideas could be pitched and the possible
revenue models. This was a potential new
revenue stream for agencies in addition to
Branded Content.

industrial tutorial on content
creation
media appreciation

The Council approached Datuk Kamal Khalid,
the CEO of Media Prima TV Networks, with
the idea of creating a new revenue stream for
Members via content creation.

The Council organised a media appreciation
outing for media owners who have been
supportive and have sponsored past projects of
the 4As. The event was held between March 3
and 5, 2017 in Bangkok.

Media Prima was receptive to the idea and the
Council proceeded to develop a list of topics
members needed to understand from a tutorial to
be given.
A. Typical program genres categorised
by stations
b. How content ideas are pitched
C. Revenue sharing models
D. Production cost models
e. Intellectual property rights and merchandising
of content assets
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Educate
Committee
Report


committee
led by
The President & supported by
Mr. Karthi Palanisamy


objectives


projects

Developing and enhancing
human capital by providing
Members the tools, training and
other programmes

profe ssiona l
certification
the astro - 4As
lea dership progr a mme
a n d schola rship
u n i v ersit y outr each
progr a mme

Increasing the skills of
Members through engaging
and transformative
learning experiences
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Professional Certification
ipa certification

•

Eff Test Certificate
This promotes the comprehension of and
engagement with “Planning” as the Unique
Selling Point (USP) of Agencies.
It also assists Member Agencies on the
creation of effective campaigns for their clients
in the future.
This demands 30 hours of online learning and
culminates in a two-hour online exam.

The Association negotiated and now owns the
rights from the Institute of Practitioners in
Advertising (IPA) UK to launch one additional
certification in addition to the Foundation and
Commercial Certificates launched in early 2016.

Council agreed to introduce this in Q3 2017
to help raise standards in communications
strategy planning for marketing effectiveness.

Batch 1 Graduates – IPA Foundation Certificate
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The IPA congratulated the Association for
being the first industry body in the world to award
a scholarship especially for lecturers.

ipa foundation certificate

ipa commercial certificate

A total of 34 out of the registered 38 delegates sat
for the IPA Foundation Certificate written exam
on March 12, 2016 at IACT’s exam hall. Batch 1
exams recorded an 89% pass rate.

This is an online course on agency finance for
Senior Account Managers and Account Directors
who seek a better understanding of commercial
factors influencing agencies and clients. The
Batch 1 exam registered a 75% pass rate.

Batch 2 sat for the written exam on October
15. Thirty-four (34) individuals registered for
it. It was noteworthy that 6% of the registration
was derived from advertisers and 59% from
media owners.

scholarships

They included BFM Radio, Astro Media
Sales and Astro Radio. This indicates a wider
recognition for the value of this programme
beyond the circle of Member agencies.

It was proposed that the Association grant
scholarships to employees from Member
agencies and marketing communications and
advertising lecturers from the Government and
Private tertiary institutions.

This exam registered a 91% pass rate and the
marginal difference in results between the March
and October batches was noted.

The lecturers will be encouraged to adapt and apply
the IPA course content, developed and updated by
industry practitioners, to teach advertising students.
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Association for being the first industry
body in the world to award a scholarship
especially for lecturers, for their Foundation
Certificate program.

The Council set aside a budget of RM50,000.00
for 2017. 18 scholarships will be for employees of
Member agencies and 12 for the lecturers.
These allowances will be in force for 2017
only and a review will be undertaken by
the next elected Council to decide on its
continuation. The IPA congratulated the

The application for the scholarships and
closing dates were set for March 17, 2017
with the 3 hour written exam for July 15.

The Digital Jedi

The workshop by Mr. Aseem Puri on February 18
and 19 was completely sold out and the Council
was asked to consider hosting a second session.
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The astro -4As
Leadership Training
& Grant

berlin school of creative leadership

review

It was brought to the Council’s attention
that the content for their C-Level and MidLevel programmes did not appear to be
industry relevant.

This was fourth year that the Association
has brought in Berlin School programmes
to Malaysia and a review was conducted.
The Council is inclined to work with the IPA
on residential courses from 2017. A discussion
with Astro ensued and the funding sponsor was
receptive towards the idea, subject to the cost
of the training and professional development
programmes remaining at a reasonable level.

The content should be practical, hands-on and
reflect current industry issues and this concern
was relayed to the school, with the call to
reevaluate content.

A letter to Astro, with a request for the company
to continue with the RM150,000.00 annual
training grant for the Association, was submitted
in December.
Though the Council has settled on working
together with IPA for 2017, reputable
alternative training providers will also be
invited to provide proposals, as they would
complement the IPA courses.
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the c-level summit "lead your agency’s
reinvention"

"shape your organisation’s
reinvention"

Ninety-three (93) participants attended the
session, held on July 14. In the feedback that the
Council received, the presentation was based
more on use of diagnostic tools.

The Edge Financial Daily agreed to provide free
advertising space for the session.
Modules 1 and 2 of the Shape Your
Organisation’s Reinvention programme drew
seven and 12 participants respectively while
Module 3, which was the final module, attracted
16 participants.

The session would have been more beneficial
if several case studies and business models
were shared. A small surplus was gained
from the session.
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University Outreach
Programme
This method was an efficient and effective
way to help raise standards. The Council was
unanimous in rolling out a pilot exercise in 2017
with a public university.

The President noted that during a dialogue, the
Dean of University Teknologi MARA’s Faculty of
Communication and Media Studies, Professor
Dr. Azizul Yahya had expressed willingness to
accept industry advice to help groom quality,
industry-ready graduates.

In late October, Professor Dr. Azizul and other
key lecturers at University Teknologi MARA were
engaged on the proposal.

The Association’s strategy to elevate the
competency of graduates should focus on
“training the trainers” and not the students.
These trainers should then perform better at
schooling their students to be industry-ready. This
to be accomplished by:

This would help them better understand
the industry before adopting the up-to-date
programme content and case studies in their
tutorials. Professor Dr. Azizul was most
enthusiastic and willing to make it compulsory
for all their marketing communications and
advertising lecturers.

A. Persuading University Deans to enroll their
Advertising and Marketing Communications
lecturers in the IPA Foundation Certificate
programme.

The Dean also welcomed the offer for their
lecturers to undergo placements at Member
agencies. The university will confirm the number
of lecturers who will be involved in this exercise
scheduled for three weeks in August 2017.

This will be funded by the 4As scholarships or
paid by the Universities at the lower Members’
price of RM2,750.00. These lecturers will
proceed to adapt the program content and case
studies, written by UK practitioners, and tutor
their students on them.

The Council engaged the Dean and several
lecturers of the Faculty of Business and
Management of University Teknologi MARA on
November 30 with the same proposal. It was
noted that the response from the group was not
as fervent.

b. Persuading Member agencies to host these
lecturers during semester break placements.
These lecturers will be directly exposed to an
overview of the essential areas of advertising
and agency roles, current industry challenges
and so forth.
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Publicity
Committee
Report


committee
led by
Ms. Jacey Lee &
En. Jasmin Omar


objectives
Increase visibility of all Association
activities and efforts under a
single umbrella
Create consistent publicity
through consolidation
Create an effective strategy to
reposition the Association to attract
young talent
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Media
4As effie winners showcase

the edge

One of the five goals of the Association is
“To promote Commercial Creativity and Its
Effectiveness” and the Council intended to
demonstrate it to advertisers – especially the
SME’s – by showcasing past Effie winners: the
winning “idea” created by Member agencies that
helped transform business.

Mr. Ho Kay Tat, Publisher and Group CEO of
The Edge Weekly, kindly agreed to grant space
for the Association.
The Edge’s design team will complete the page
designs and layouts for free based on the case
studies and pictures supplied by the Association.
The Edge, however, requested the Association
use only ex-Edge freelance feature writers that
they have endorsed to ensure each article meets
their editorial standards and house-style.

This would promote the value of advertising
agencies to homegrown advertisers. In today’s
world of product parity, the last unfair advantage
that a brand can have is the power of a high value
idea from their agency.
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The idea was to promote effectiveness revolving
around the theme of “Great ideas drive marketing
effectiveness; not necessarily big budgets.”

A two-part feature on the forthcoming "Finding
An Agency" industry guide, will follow the series
on Effie winners, was also included in the plans.

The winning idea or strategy emanates from the
creative agency, a fact often overlooked and rarely
explained to home grown advertisers.

The Edge published the series commencing
January 2017 over 10 consecutive weeks.
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Ordinary Members
180 Degrees brAnDCom sDn bhD
AbC meDiAworks sDn bhD
ADl ADvertising & Design sDn bhD
ADrenAline CommuniCAtions sDn bhD
ADsell ADvertising (m) sDn bhD
AlphA 245 CommuniCAtions sDn bhD
Ambi AgenCy ADvertising sDn bhD
ApD DigitAl serviCes sDn bhD
Aqm CreAtive & CommuniCAtion sDn bhD
ArAChniD sDn bhD
Arturn CommuniCAtions (m) sDn bhD
AsAtsu-Dk sDn bhD
AstAnA internAtionAl sDn bhD
bAron ADvertising sDn bhD
bAtes mAlAysiA sDn bhD
bbDo mAlAysiA sDn bhD
beAns meDiA sDn bhD
bronCos worlDwiDe sDn bhD
bulb Communique sDn bhD
CD ADvertising sDn bhD
CoDA ADvertising sDn bhD
CompAss interACtive sDn bhD
CreAtive juiCe kuAlA lumpur sDn bhD
Crush CommuniCAtions (m) sDn bhD
Dentsu (mAlAysiA) sDn bhD
Dentsu young & rubiCAm sDn bhD
DiA brAnD ConsultAnts sDn bhD
efiCAz meDiA sDn bhD
ellipsis (m) sDn bhD
fCb sDn bhD
fixgo ADvertising (m) sDn bhD
geometry globAl sDn bhD
grey worlDwiDe sDn bhD

hAkuhoDo (m) sDn bhD
hAvAs worlDwiDe kuAlA lumpur sDn bhD
hunter strAtegiC CommuniCAtions sDn bhD
if interACtive sDn bhD
ignite sDn bhD
immerse CommuniCAtions sDn bhD
intigus sDn bhD
j wAlter thompson sDn bhD
k-giC ADvertising sDn bhD
lins ADvertising & mArketing sDn bhD
m&C sAAtChi (m) sDn bhD
mAntrA CommuniCAtion sDn bhD
mCCAnn-eriCkson (m) sDn bhD
meDiACliq sDn bhD
megA ADvertising sDn bhD
monster interACtive sDn bhD
mullenlowe mAlAysiA sDn bhD
nAgA DDb sDn bhD
nerve Centre sDn bhD
oCtAgon CreAtive sDn bhD
oxygen ADvertising sDn bhD
pengurusAn kArismA kreAtif
people ‘n riCh-h sDn bhD
publiCis CommuniCAtions mAlAysiA sDn bhD
shinAjii sDn bhD
spin CommuniCAtions sDn bhD
stAr reACher ADvertising sDn bhD
sym worlD sDn bhD
tbwA kuAlA lumpur
the wizArD’s room sDn bhD
torpeDo iDeAs (m) sDn bhD
two points sDn bhD
wpp mArketing CommuniCAtions
(mAlAysiA) sDn bhD
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Associate Members
ADDiCtive meDiA sDn bhD
AgenDA solution sDn bhD
Alt ADvAntAge sDn bhD
b&b ADvertising
Cheil mAlAysiA sDn bhD
DnA Comm sDn bhD
fishermen integrAteD sDn bhD
forefront stuDio sDn bhD
inno minD sDn bhD
inter xs meDiA sDn bhD
sAlient informAtion sDn bhD
smAsCom & Design sDn bhD
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Contact
for further enquiries, please contact
the 4As secretariat

Macomm Management Services Sdn Bhd

Unit 706, Block B
Pusat Dagangan Phileo Damansara 1
No. 9, Jalan 16/11, Off Jalan Damansara
46350 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

tel no.
603 7660 8535
fax no.
603 7660 8532
email add.
secretariat@aaaa.org.my

aaaa.org.my

